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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Hi All, what a year it’s been so far. With Bernard McGlashan and
Mike Grant flying the flag for Tassie in Hawksbury and successfully
taking out the Ted Gaby Interstate Challenge, and for both of them
to qualify in the Australian Test Team, it is a credit to their tenacity
for success.
It is exciting to see that construction works on the facilities at
Campbell Town are well underway, the works include the
installation of competition quality night lights, new club rooms and
hospitality facilities, all of which will help us run a successful 2020
Supreme and Trans-Tasman Tests at what will be perfect facilities
in central Tassie.
A big thankyou to the members who have organised and run trials
this year. We all get busy with our lives and to make time to run a
trial is no small effort and is very much appreciated by me and all
members alike.
Our competition is as close as I can recall in recent years with
second place in the consistency, and a chance to represent
Tasmanian in the Ted Gaby Interstate Challenge in QLD next year,
on the line there are still four dogs who can achieve this, making
the last four trials very interesting….
It is with great sympathy that a much-loved member of our
Association, Raymond Duff, passed away earlier this year. Ray was
a character whom we will greatly miss at our trials. RIP old mate…
Regards
Lee Jamieson

UPCOMING EVENTS
Jan 5th – ‘Penna’ Trial at B. Peacock’s property
Jan 19th – North East Championships, venue to be advised
Jan 26th – Midlands Championship Trail at Parattah
Feb 16th – Chudleigh Show Trial at Chudleigh
Feb 17th – TWSDA Annual General Meeting
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RULES OF THE ROAD: FROM THE TASSIE COURSE RULE BOOK
Rule 10. Points deductions.
Penalty

2. Cast
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Dogs to be released on entering the arena
Dogs to be cast from within 10m of worker
Cast before the bell, failure to recall
Each redirection of the cast
Each stop prior to heading sheep
Dog casts outside arena
End of the cast, sheep to be lifted straight

Disqualification
Disqualification
Disqualification
1 point
1 point
Judges discretion
Judges discretion

VET CHAT: PYOMETRA – POTENTIALLY DEADLY UTERINE INFECTION
Compiled by Dr Megan Rowles

The condition ‘pyometra’ means an infection in the uterus. It is most common in bitches over six years of
age, although I have diagnosed it in younger ones including in a three-year-old bitch. The risk is higher in
bitches that have not had pups. It does not occur in any bitch that has been desexed.
For a pyometra to develop the bitch has usually been in season a few weeks earlier. Her body’s immune
system hasn’t cleaned up the uterus properly leaving a perfect space for bacteria to grow. Pyometras are
classed as either ‘open’ or ‘closed’.

•

Open = the cervix is open and you might see or smell the draining pus and blood. The
bitch may lick around her back end a lot. Sometimes it appears that she has come back
into season again, but not properly or straight after she just finished the previous heat.

•

Closed = the cervix is closed trapping the infection inside the uterus. The pus builds up
and the uterus expands like a balloon. The bacteria move into the blood stream and
cause septicaemia, or blood poisoning. The uterus can also burst and the pus leaks into
the abdomen, damaging the internal organs and causing significant burning pain. Once
either of these things happens the bitch dies, often within 24 to 48 hours, unless
emergency treatment is successful.

The classic signs of either an ‘open’ or ‘closed’ pyometra are a bitch that is drinking and urinating a lot,
not eating or generally unwell. If you notice these signs roughly a month after she has been in season, with
or without a bloody discharge, it is worth a trip to the vet. The treatment for pyometra is removing the
uterus or desexing. Antibiotic treatment alone unfortunately doesn’t cure a pyometra unless it is caught in
the very early stages (this rarely happens) and left untreated this problem even in the ‘open’ form is
eventually fatal.
This condition is fairly common so I would recommend keeping an eye on any bitch you own, particularly
the older ones, after they have been in season. Early treatment means a cheaper vet bill and faster
recovery.
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GONE TRIALING…

Top right: Tom Rowles judging at ‘Connorville’ in white gumboots in honour of the late Raymond Duff; top
left: Sally watching from the grandstand at the Supreme in Hawkesbury; centre right upper: A Coopworth
looking for trouble with Bernard and Mist at the Deloraine Craft Fair; centre left: Geoff and Davey at the
gap at the State Championships; centre right lower: Winner of the 2019 State Championships Novice and
Improver, Michael Grant, and Open, Lee Jamieson; bottom left: utes lined up at the Exeter showgrounds;
bottom right: Nell convincing a stubborn wether to go through the race at Exeter
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COPRICE CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS TABLE
3 rounds remaining, top five handlers listed only. Winner receives 12 months sponsorship by CopRice.
Full table available on the TWSDA website
HANDLER
B. McGlashan
L Jamieson
J. Pinner
M. Grant
M. Waddingham

DOG
Somerville Nell
Shanandoah Steele
Native Rock Quinn
Fleetwood Dot
Waterlea Meg

R1
10

R2
10

8

8

R3

R4
10

R5

8

8

6
2

8
4

R6
8
10

R7
10
8
6

R8
8

R9
6
10

10
6

2
8

TOTAL
54
34
32
28
26

CONSISTENCY TABLE
Total points scored across 13 trials, 4 trials remaining in the season. The top two handlers are selected to
represent Tasmania in the 2019 Supreme Interstate Challenge. Top eight scores shown only. Full table
with the points allocation for each round available on the TWSDA website.
HANDLER
B. McGlashan
M. Grant
L. Jamieson
J. Pinner
M. Grant
M. Waddingham
M. Sotheran
L. Grant

DOG
Somerville Nell
Fleetwood Dot
Shanandoah Steele
Native Rock Quinn
McGlashans Minty
Waterlea Meg
Thatylldo Bubbles
Lyster Bonnie

TOTAL POINTS
19
13
12
10
7
4
3
2.5

State Championships 2018. It’s a team effort to manhandle the sheep let out!
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